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Computer Packet 1
Row Operations + Freemat
For this packet, you will use a website to do row operations, and then learn to use a general purpose
matrix calculator called FreeMat. To reach the row operations website open a browser and go to
http://www.dankalman.net/rowops
that should automatically take you to http://www.dangries.com/Flash/RowReducer/RowReducer.html.
Activity 1. Solve the following system by converting it to an augmented matrix, entering it in the
webpage, and then using row operations to reduce to a diagonal form:
x1 - 2x2 = 6
2x1 - 3x2 + x3 = -1
x1 + 3x2 + 2x3 = -2
Record your solution below, and check that it is correct.

Activity 2. The matrix at right is the augmented matrix for a system of
equations. In the space provided, write down the system of equations.

Next, enter this matrix in the computer (click the start over with a new matrix button if necessary)
and use row operations to put the matrix into reduced row echelon form. Record your final matrix
here.
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Next, use this result to determine whether the system has no solutions, 1 solution, or an infinite
number of solutions. Write your answer and the reasons below.

If you said there was just one solution, find it and test it in the original equations. If you said there
were infinitely many solutions, obtain three specific numerical solutions, and test them in the
original equations.
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Activity 3.
3 Repeat thee steps of acctivity 2 usin
ng this matrixx:
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Activity 4.
4 Repeat thee steps of acctivity 2 usin
ng this matrixx:
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Activity 5.
5 Repeat thee steps of acctivity 2 usin
ng this matrixx:
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FreeM
Mat Tutoorial
FreeMat iss a general purpose
p
matrrix calculator. It allows you to enterr matrices annd then perfoorm
operationss on them in the same waay you woulld write the ooperations on paper. Thhis handout w
will
guide you through the basic operaations. Here is an exampple of how yoou might usee it. Supposse you
want to so
olve the systeem of equatiions

x

3x + 4y – 2z = 5
2x – 5y + z = 8
x + 3y
= --1

In matrix notation,
n
it is expressed Ax = b wherre A =

 3 4  2
2  5 1 


1 3
0 

xx
and b =

5
 8 .
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Byy hand, you w
would

solve the system
s
by fo
orming the au
ugmented matrix
m
[A | b] and row redducing. Beloow are stepss to do
the same operations
o
ussing FreeMaat. Follow allong in FreeeMat, perform
ming each sttep as you goo.
1. Deefine A in FreeMat by typ
ping “A = [3 4 -2; 2 -5 1; 1 3 0]” and the enteer key.
Th
hen you shou
uld see on the screen.

In the remainin
ng steps, you
u always typ
pe what you see followinng -->, and the rest is w
what
FreeeMat displaays.
2. Deefine b:

3. Deefine the aug
gmented mattrix:
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Heere, ans is FrreeMat’s nam
me for the most
m recent coomputation. In the nextt command w
we
will use ans to
o represent th
he augmenteed matrix.
uce the augm
mented matriix:
4. Usse row operaations to redu

No
ow you can read
r
off the solutions
s
to the equationns: x = 2.1111, y = -1.03770, and z = 1.4
4074.
5. Yo
ou can also check
c
that th
his is correct.. First, we nneed to definne x as the laast column of the
red
duced matrix
x. FreeMat has
h a commaand for extraacting rows aand columnss of an existiing
maatrix. Here is
i how we geet column 4:

Heere, ans(:,4) is like ans(i,j). The colo
on indicates tthat i can bee anything annd the 4 sayss to
tak
ke only j = 4.
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6. Do
oes Ax equall b? Use FreeeMat to com
mpute both oof them:

7. Alternatively, you could haave FreeMatt print out b
b, Ax, and thheir differencce, side by siide:
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8. Freeemat can find the inverrse of A:

9. Leet’s test that this
t inverse is correct, by
y computingg …

10. An
n alternativee solution off Ax = b is giiven by x = iinv(A)*b. Inn FreeMat:

11. Ho
ow does that compare wiith the answeer we found earlier? FreeeMat still reemembers thhat we
deffined the ansswer as x, so
o let’s compaare …

12. Bo
oth methodss seem to giv
ve the same answer.
a
Butt if you subtrract them, yoou get:

Th
his shows thaat the answerrs are slightlly different. The 1.0e-0116 * means thhat each of thhe
enttries below it
i should be multiplied
m
by
b 10-16. So tthe x we fouund using row
w operationss
difffers from th
he x we found
d using the inverse
i
of A by .00000000000000000044409.
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More Opeerations
The comm
mands and fo
ormat of FreeeMat are alm
most identicaal to anotherr matrix softw
ware producct
called MA
ATLAB. To provide an overview
o
off additional F
FreeMat opeerations, I haave adapted a
MATLAB
B tutorial by Tom Nguyeen (online at http://edu.leevitas.net/Tuutorials/Matllab/). What
follows is a slightly modified
m
verssion of the orriginal MAT
TLAB tutoriaal. I added ssome commeents
and chang
ged each appearance of th
he word MA
ATLAB into FreeMat. A
As you read,, try out the
commandss shown in th
he exampless.
As you haave already seen,
s
FreeMaat prompts each input linne with -->
> . MATLA
AB has a simiilar
arrangemeent, but uses >> as the prrompt. Thiss appears in aall of the exaamples below
w. When yoou try
commandss, disregard the >> and start
s
typing at
a the --> pprompt.

Start of th
he modified
d MATLAB Tutorial.
One of thee easy ways to learn FRE
EEMAT is to
o understandd how FREE
EMAT handlles
matrices. Think in terrms of arrayss and vectorss when you w
work with F
FREEMAT. F
For examplee, an
array of daata A = 1, 0, 9, 11, 5 is a 1x5 matrix, and a scalaar number 9 is a 1x1 mattrix. To storee the
array A in
n FREEMAT
T, at the com
mmand promp
pt >> enter::

FREEMA
AT will displaay or echo your
y
input:

To suppress the echo, add a ";" at the end of th
he input linee.
To verify the size of th
he input arraay or matrix,, use the com
mmand "sizee" as shown bbelow:

,

which verifies the dim
mension of matrix
m
A as 1x5 (one row
w and five coolumns).
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In FREEM
MAT, rows are
a separated
d by ";" and columns
c
are separated bby ",". For exxample, a 3xx5
matrix B with
w the follo
owing elemeents:
first row: 1, 0, 9, 4, 3
second row
w: 0, 8, 4, 2,, 7
third row: 14, 90, 0, 43
3, 25
would be entered
e
in FR
REEMAT as follow:

Note that you
y may usee a space in place
p
of the comma in seeparating thee column enntries.
You may add,
a subtract, multiply, and
a divide matrices
m
withh simple opeerations in FR
REEMAT. P
Please
keep in miind the ruless concerning
g matrix operrations. For example, too add matricees, they musst have
the same dimensions.
d
To multiply
y A*B, the nu
umber of coolumns in A m
must equal tthe number oof
rows in B..
You may extract
e
a cerrtain group of
o elements from
f
an existting matrix. Say you wissh to create a new
array C fro
om the secon
nd row of matrix
m
B. Specify the row
w number andd ":" for all ccolumns in tthat
row as sho
own below:

To get collumns 3, 4, and
a 5, put : in
n for the row
ws and put 3 :5 in for the columns.

Similarly, you may alsso form a maatrix from th
he elements oof an existinng matrix:
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Here, a sq
quare matrix D has been created from
m the specifieed elements of matrix B
B.
You may also
a delete rows and columns from a matrix usinng a pair of ssquare brackkets. For
example, to delete thee third colum
mn of matrix
x B, you simpply enter

and FREE
EMAT will return:

Note that the
t column 3 is excluded
d.
The table below gives a list operattors with exaamples of hoow the operaators are used.
To perform
m the examp
ples in the table below, enter
e
the foll owing matriices:

Operation Descriptio
on

+

Addition

Exam
mple (FREEM
MAT actuall inputs and
outpuuts)
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-

Substractiion

*

Multiplicaation

Right matrix division.
/

m
B into
o matrix A;
Dividing matrix
same as co
omputing A*
*inv(B)

Left matriix division.
\

his is equivallent
Dividing A into B. Th
to inv(A)*
*B. Note thaat X = C is th
he
solution to
o A*X=B

.^

Element-b
by-element power
p
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Transposin
ng a matrix in FREEMA
AT involves a simple prim
me notation ( ' ) after thee defined maatrix
as shown below:
b
Example:

The inversse of matrix A can be ob
btained with the commannd:

ues and Eigen
nvectors can
n easily be ob
btained withh the commaand [V,E]=eiig(matrix naame):
Eigenvalu

where the columns of V are the eiigenvectors and the corrresponding ddiagonal enriies of E are tthe
eigenvaluees. Eigenvalues alone caan be obtaineed without thhe notation ""[V,E]":

